Road-construction management with public supervision embedded and cooperation of
department of ethics guarantees the delivery of quality results.
Through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, AAC invited the leaders of anti-corruption agencies
of 5 nations from Central America (Guatemala, Belize, Nicaragua, Honduras, Dominican
Republic) to participate the seminar of establishing a uncorrupted government, via
exchanging ideas on the integrity of such system, upon the notion of the administrative
transparency guarantees positive results. On April 25 2018, a special trip was taken, visiting
Taipei Road Pipeline and Information Center (hereinafter referred to as the Road
Management Center), as one of the most significant projects of Taiwan’s plan of building an
uncorrupted government. Guided by the representative of Taipei City Government, Vice
Mayor Deng Jiaji, the experience on how the fraud and malfeasance can be prevented is
discussed and exchanged with foreign guests.

Staffs are sent to work together 24-hours a day by both the municipal governments and the
pipeline units of private sectors, providing first-hand information on the progress of Taipei
City road construction over smart devices to our citizens, thereby facilitating public
supervision functions, introduced by Road Management Center.
The Road Management Center is also pioneering the certifying system for pipeline excavation
staff, incorporated the designated courses of the clean government regulations and ethicsrelated curriculum, installing the concepts of ethics on road-construction personnel, hence
improving the quality of construction work and service standards.
With the experience of technological management of road construction, the three-dimensional
mapping system for underground pipelines and cross-agency and inter-departmental support
that effectively reduces road construction-related frauds, the representatives of our friendly
nations including the President and Minister of Justice of Guatemala, the Attorney General
and Minister of Justice of Belize, Deputy Attorney General of Nicaraguan, Director of
General Administration's Office of Corruption and Reconnaissance of Honduras, Chief of
Corrupt Practices Investigation Office of Dominican Republic, expressed their impression on
Taipei City’s commitment of building a 3D information system of the underground pipelines
and the degree of transparency of such, stirring the interest and inspiration on knowledgesharing towards road construction management technology.
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The introduction of operations by Road Management Center

Displaying images of construction by APP
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Exchange of Experiences of Road Management

Group photo of participated foreign guests and the senior staff of Road
Management Center
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